MTFR STRATEGIC PLAN
MTFR Mission Statement

M

iami Township Fire-Rescue provides superior fire protection & prevention,
rescue and emergency medical services to the residents of and visitors to
Miami Township, Yellow Springs and Clifton. We offer opportunities for
volunteerism and professional growth for our residents and members.

Core Values of the Department
Service
The Department continues the tradition of answering the call to protect and serve.
Safety
We strive to provide the safest possible environment for our members by
providing them with the best equipment and training. We work to reduce risk to
the public from fires, emergencies and medical incidents.
Dedication
Commitment to our mission is an essential part of who we are. We are faithful to
our obligations and fulfill our duties professionally.
Professionalism
We inspire each other through pride in our Department, and the belief that every
action reflects on all of us, both past and present.
Diversity
By bringing together people with different backgrounds and beliefs, we are able
to better serve our community.
MTFR Scope of Responsibilities
Over the years, our responsibilities have evolved from an emphasis on fighting fires to an
all-hazards role, encompassing emergency medical care, firefighting, rescue and
prevention education. Our core responsibilities include:


Fires
Traditional structural firefighting, vehicle fires, brush fires and rescues related to
these incidents.



Medical Emergencies
We provide state of the art pre-hospital care & transportation at the advanced life
support level.
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Prevention Services
Traditional fire prevention has evolved into all-hazards education. We provide
fire inspection and prevention education, fire code enforcement, and health and
CPR instruction.



Environmental Protection Services
As a delegated authority agency for the State of Ohio, we inspect and regulate
underground fuel storage tanks. In addition, as first responders to hazardous
materials incidents, we play a key role in mitigating these types of situations.



High Angle Incidents – rescue and recovery
Enhanced training and specialized equipment enable members to perform rescues
at technical rescue incidents involving ropes, climbers and confined spaces.



Vehicle & Machinery Incidents – rescue and recovery
Working in partnership with law enforcement agencies, we respond to
emergencies involving vehicles and machinery in which victims are trapped.



Catastrophic Weather Events – snow, heat, severe storms, tornados
MTFR assists the community in all weather emergencies and natural disasters,
including storms, floods, blizzards, tornados and heat waves.



Special Events – planning and response
Special event protection includes planning for and response to events, including
Street Fairs, Independence Day celebrations, and Blues Fest.
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